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SPA AND WELLNESS 
 
A change is as good as a break, or so they say. But what if you could enjoy a break that 
not only involved a change to your normal routine but helped you feel better both inside 
and out? Many of Africa’s top safari lodges and destinations are tapping into the 
international spa and wellness trend – and taking it to new levels. Wellness is a hot topic 
and has swept the internet as self-styled gurus dispense smoothie recipes and self-help 
tips. While this may be new to many people, the idea of being revived and rejuvenated 
through experiences is hardly a revelation here in Africa. 

 
Simply spending time in beautiful natural surroundings is soothing for the soul, and Africa 
offers almost every imaginable kind of pristine landscape, from dunes to snow-capped peaks 
to rainforest. The unique blend of relaxation and adrenaline that typifies the safari experience 
has long been reckoned to be the perfect antidote to humdrum office routines.  
 
Drawing inspiration from their surroundings, luxury lodges and camps across the continent 
have been adding elements of wellness to their guest offerings. This could be as simple as 
having a masseuse on the staff – a welcome massage is a wonderful way to shed the stress of 
the journey. 
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Guests at many properties can indulge in spa treatments ranging from steam rooms to hot 
rocks, while for ultimate privacy and exclusivity, therapists can deliver in-room treatments. If 
you thought a city massage was relaxing, wait until you’ve tried one with a view over the 
savannah, or with the sound of nearby waves coming through an open window.  
 
Africa has a long history of herbalism and shamanistic healers, and elements of these 
traditions are naturally finding their way into modern treatments. Using local ingredients 
makes the experience more authentic and eco-friendlier, and helps preserve the customs 
(and honour the ancient wisdom) of local people.  

 
Of course, wellness involves much more than simply relaxing. The best destinations have 
recognised this, and now offer a range of activities ranging from dawn yoga on beaches and 
on top of kopjes to fully equipped gyms.  
 
While a lack of Wi-Fi signal may constitute a crisis in many places, in the bush it’s more often 
interpreted as a blessing. Slowing down is vital to wellness – it’s much easier to unwind 
without alerts and notifications. 
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Simply being in nature is a form of wellness, as is keeping active. While going for a run isn’t 
really an option in Big Five country, there are many ways to exercise your body as well as your 
mind. A dip in a lodge pool is a wonderful way to cool off during a hot African afternoon, while 
guided walking safaris let you see Africa up close, and move your body to the rhythms of the 
bush. 

 
Nutrition is vital to wellness, and dining experiences on safari have advanced in leaps and 
bounds in recent years. You can now eat as well under an acacia tree as you can in any city 
restaurant. Many lodges have recruited top chefs to revamp their menus, with the result that 
in Africa, local really is lekker – and good for you. Various lodges often have both artists and 
wellness practitioners in residence, allowing guests to book stays that focus as much on 
personal evolution and mindfulness as they do on photographing wildlife.  

 
African vacations offer the perfect opportunity to disconnect from your routines and embrace 
a holistic approach to wellness that will leave you feeling refreshed, revived and inspired. 
Natural beauty, fresh air, good food, and the chance to use your mind and body differently – 
or give them a complete rest – add up to experiences that are not just memorable, but good 
for you in every way.  
 
Wellness may be a contemporary concept, but the idea of living in healthy harmony with each 
other and our surroundings has deep roots in Africa. For an African holiday that focuses as 
much on your health as that of the ecosystems you’ll be visiting, contact Journey Beyond 
today and talk to one of our journey specialists. You’ll feel much better for it! 
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